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In many projects and interventions we assume that the activities are ‘good for the community’ – and in many 
instances it is poorly articulated what this benefit actually is. Many projects also have unintended consequences 
that we may become aware of incidentally. While this applies to research projects and other interventions, it is 
even more pronounced in the context of health professional education where the placements of students in 
hospitals, clinics or communities is seldom considered from the perspective of what the benefit (or cost) of the 
intervention is to the community affected.

Torres Wooley will share an approach of doing mixed-method evaluations of projects that focus on understanding 
the social return on the investment of projects.

Date : Tuesday, 23rd July 2019
Time : 09h30-11h30
Venue : UNITE Building, Howard College Campus

Social Return on Investment – how do we 
measure it?

The Community Engagement in Training (ComET) 
project in partnership with DRILL invite you to a 

talk by Torres Wooley on:



UKZN INSPIRING GREATNESS

Torres Wooley

Torres Wooley is based at the James Cook University in north-eastern Australia where he is the 
Evaluation Coordinator in the College of Medicine. He has long experience with innovative 
evaluation approaches and together with Lyn Middleton recently completed a Social Return 
on Investment evaluation of the placement of medical and nursing students in the 
community in Tanzania.  He is a member of THENet (see below) and has published widely on 
rural health workforce, community engagement and health professional training. 

Training for Health Equity Network (THENet) is a network of individuals and institutions that aim 
to mobilize universities that train health professionals towards community engagement and  
socially accountable health workforce education. It supports collaborative research in the 
field and has been actively advocating and supporting policy development toward greater 
health equity through at international, national and institutional levels. 

The Centre for Rural Health (CRH) has formally partnered with THENet around promoting and 
researching social accountability and community-engaged health professional education.

Visit www.thenetcommunity.org for more information, to subscribe to their blog and newsletter 
and invitations to regular webinars.

http://www.thenetcommunity.org/
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